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PROPOSITION 187 AND THE GHOST OF JAMES BRADLEY THAYER

DAVID A. SKLANSKY†

Provoked by the ugliness of Proposition 187 — California's recent anti-immigration initiative — the ghosts of at least three fully documented Americans could be excused for returning briefly to say "I told you so." One is James Madison, who famously warned against forms of democracy that fail to check popular prejudices and resentments.¹ A second is Fred Allen, who somewhat less famously dismissed California as "a wonderful place to live — if you happen to be an orange."² The third is James Bradley Thayer, the least familiar of the three today, but arguably the most influential law professor in American history. His grounds for claiming vindication are the subject of this essay.

I.

But first some background. Thayer taught at Harvard Law School from 1874 until his death in 1902.³ This was a formative period in American legal education. Thayer's colleagues at Harvard included Christopher Columbus Langdell, John Chipman Gray, James Barr Ames, and, briefly, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.;⁴ in the words of a later, not atypical admirer, Thayer "was one of the giants at the Harvard Law School during its

† Acting Professor of Law, UCLA School of Law. I received particularly helpful comments on earlier drafts of this essay from the UCLA Law Junior Faculty Group, as well as from Julian Eule, Jerry López, Jeff Sklansky, and the members of the Chicano-Latino Law Review. Research for the essay was funded by a grant from the UCLA Academic Senate Committee on Research, and was ably assisted by Julie Kirk, Valerie Smith, and the staff of the Hugh & Hazel Darling Law Library. I owe special thanks to Ms. Kirk, whose work on this project was truly extraordinary.

¹ See, e.g., THE FEDERALIST No. 10 (James Madison).
³ THE CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF THE HARVARD LAW SCHOOL, 1817-1917 276-83 (1918) [hereinafter CENTENNIAL HISTORY].
'golden age.' " Nor was his influence limited to Harvard; Thayer also helped found and served as the first president of the Association of American Law Schools. More importantly, he left indelible marks in both of his two principal fields of scholarship, evidence and constitutional law.

Thayer taught three of the leading evidence scholars of the early twentieth century — Charles Chamberlayne, John McKevey and John Henry Wigmore. Wigmore's monumental treatise, dedicated in part to Thayer's memory, was in large measure an elaboration and completion of Thayer's 1898 Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the Common Law. Similarly, the current edition of a leading evidence casebook traces its lineage directly back to Thayer's Select Cases on Evidence at the Common Law, first published in 1892. Chamberlayne called Thayer the "American protagonist of the modern law of Evidence"; others have called him "the greatest of all evidence scholars."

Even more striking, though, is the mark Thayer left in constitutional law. In 1893 Thayer published an article entitled The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of Constitutional Law. This may well be, as Henry Monaghan has claimed, "the

5. Wallace Mendelson, The Influence of James B. Thayer upon the Work of Holmes, Brandeis and Frankfurter, 31 VAND. L. REV. 71 (1978); see also CENTENNIAL HISTORY, supra note 3, at 277 ("In company with Langdell, Ames, and Gray, he laid the foundations of the Law School as the present generation knows it.").

Not that Thayer was without flaws. "As a teacher," it is reported, "he now and then fell a little short, by reason of the very excellence of his mind. . . . The average man was sometimes bewildered by his discriminations and cautious hesitation." Id. at 38. Nonetheless, we are reassured, "while not every pupil understood him, all loved him." Id.


7. See 1 JOHN HENRY WIGMORE, EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW vii (Peter Tillers rev. 1983).

8. See WILLIAM TWINING, THEORIES OF EVIDENCE: BENTHAM AND WIGMORE 6 (1985); Hook, supra note 6, at 5.


10. Charles Frederic Chamberlayne, The Modern Law of Evidence and Its Purpose, 42 AM. L. REV. 757, 758 (1908). Chamberlayne wrote his own multivolume treatise on evidence, which today is notable chiefly for having been "conspicuously ignored." TWINING, supra note 8, at 8. Regarding Wigmore's competing and far more successful treatise, Chamberlayne wrote, "It is obvious but well-merited praise to say of Dean Wigmore's work that he has written very much such a treatise as Professor Thayer had led us reasonably to believe he might have written had he lived to finish his work in this respect." Chamberlayne, supra, at 762.

11. TWINING, supra note 8, at 5.

most influential essay ever written on American constitutional law.” Holmes agreed “heartily” with the piece. Justice Frankfurter thought Thayer “the great master of constitutional law” and called Origin and Scope “exquisite” and “the great guide for judges”; Frankfurter is said to have read the essay “so many times that he could recite whole passages from memory.”

Frankfurter’s mentor Justice Brandeis, who studied constitutional law under Thayer and later considered him a close friend, cited Origin and Scope in three of his separate opinions. Judge Learned Hand, according to his biographer Gerald Gunther, “frequently viewed himself as articulating variations on Thayer’s themes.” And when Chief Justice Burger dissented in

13. Henry P. Monaghan, Marbury and the Administrative State, 83 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 7 (1983); see also, e.g., William P. LaPiana, Logic and Experience: The Origin of Modern American Legal Education 125 (1994) (describing the essay as “perhaps the single most influential piece of legal scholarship in American history”).

14. David Luban, Justice Holmes and the Metaphysics of Judicial Restraint, 44 DUKE L.J. 449, 462 n.34 (1994) (quoting letter from Holmes to Thayer (Nov. 2, 1893)). Holmes was an Associate Justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court when Thayer’s article appeared. He wrote to Thayer that “[s]ubstantially I agree with it heartily and it makes explicit the point of view from which implicitly I have differed from some of the other judges.” Id.


16. Felix Frankfurter, Mr. Justice Cardozo and Public Law, in Felix Frankfurter on the Supreme Court, supra note 15, at 401, 404.


Frankfurter entered Harvard Law School in the fall of 1902, several months after Thayer’s death, see id. at 16; Centennial History, supra note 3, at 283; he recalled later that throughout the time of his attendance Thayer’s “echoes . . . were still resounding.” Felix Frankfurter, John Marshall and the Judicial Function, in Felix Frankfurter on the Supreme Court, supra note 15, at 533, 542.

19. See Mendelson, supra note 5, at 73. Brandeis wrote in 1890 that Thayer “was my best friend among the instructors at the Law School and we have been quite intimate ever since.” Letter from Louis Brandeis to Alice Goodmark (Oct. 13, 1890), reprinted in 5 Letters of Louis D. Brandeis 92-93 (Melvin I. Urofsky & David W. Levy eds., 1971).


21. Gerald Gunther, Learned Hand: The Man and the Judge 52 (1994). For examples of Hand’s variations, see Learned Hand, The Bill of Rights 73-74 (1958) and Learned Hand, The Spirit of Liberty, in The Spirit of Liberty 189, 190 (Irving Dillard ed. 1952). Compare, for example, Hand in The Spirit of Liberty — “Liberty lies in the hearts of men and women; when it dies there, no constitution, no law, no court can even do much to help it. While it lies there it needs no constitution, no law, no court to save it.” — with these words from the closing quotation of Origin and Scope: “Insofar as the popular will is healthy, nations prosper despite the imperfections and deficiencies of their institutions. But where common sense is lacking, where passions rule, the most perfect of constitutions, the wisest of laws are impotent.” Thayer, supra note 12, at 156 n.2 (quoting Amable Charles Franquét, le Comte de Franqueville, Le Système
1982 from the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Plyler v. Doe* that Texas could not constitutionally deny public education to undocumented schoolchildren, he turned for support in part to Thayer.\textsuperscript{22}

So what was it Thayer had written? *Origin and Scope* was the first significant scholarly call for what we would now label "judicial restraint." But it was a peculiar call by current standards. Thayer did not argue that in reviewing acts of Congress the Supreme Court must limit itself to enforcing the literal terms of the Constitution, or, where those terms are ambiguous, to the "intent of the Framers."\textsuperscript{23} On the contrary, Thayer derided that approach to constitutional interpretation as "pedantic" and "petty"; it lacked, he thought, "that combination of a lawyer’s rigor with a statesman’s breadth of view which should be found in dealing with this class of questions."\textsuperscript{24} Thayer recognized that constitutional interpretation often involves "a range of choice and judgment."\textsuperscript{25} But he believed that in exercising their judgment judges should defer rather sweepingly to the choices made by legislators: no federal statute should be struck down, he argued, unless Congress could not reasonably have believed it constitutional. Thayer contended that an act of Congress should be invalidated only "when those who have the right to make laws have not merely made a mistake, but have made a very clear one, — so clear that it is not open to rational question."\textsuperscript{26}

This was not the law then, and it is not the law now. Weak echoes of Thayer’s "clear mistake" rule can be heard today in the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} 457 U.S. 202, 253 n.15 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
\item \textsuperscript{23} Compare Thayer, supra note 12, at 138:
\begin{quote}
The court’s duty, we are told, is the mere and simple office of construing two writings and comparing one with another, as two contracts or two statutes are construed and compared when they are said to conflict; of declaring the true meaning of each, and, if they are opposed to each other, of carrying into effect the constitution as being of superior obligation, — an ordinary and humble judicial duty, as the courts sometimes describe it.
\end{quote}
\item \textsuperscript{24} Thayer, supra note 12, at 138.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Id. at 144.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Id.
\end{itemize}
“rational basis” branch of equal protection doctrine, and in the Supreme Court’s intermittent lip service to “the traditional presumption in favor of the constitutionality of statutes enacted by Congress.” But “rational basis” review involves deference only to judgments that Congress made or could have made about the practical wisdom of particular laws, not to legislative interpretations of the Constitution. And notwithstanding “the traditional presumption,” no one really expects the Supreme Court to uphold statutes it is convinced violate the Constitution — at least not so long as the Court continues to reaffirm that “[i]t is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is.”

But what Holmes, Brandeis and Frankfurter took from Thayer was not so much his recommended standard for judicial review — a standard the Supreme Court has never truly adopted — but rather an attitude about judicial review, and certain reasons for that attitude. The attitude is one of reluctance, of restraint. Judicial review, Thayer thought, was at best a necessary evil and should be kept to a bare minimum. Thayer thus associated himself with what Justice Douglas later described as “a school of thought here that the less the judiciary does, the better.” With little exaggeration, Thayer can be described as the school’s founder.

And while Thayer’s “clear mistake” rule never really caught on, his school of thought plainly has done a brisk business. Bold and even arrogant judging has never exactly gone out of style, but neither, in our century, has judicial restraint as a principle ever lacked abundant and vocal champions. Indeed, particularly in the last two decades, the virtue of judicial restraint and the evil of judicial “activism” have become virtual “platitude[s] of our political culture” — platitudes with which anyone nominated

31. David Luban has gone further, suggesting that theories of judicial restraint trace back to Thayer through “a kind of intellectual Gemeinschaft almost unparalleled in the history of juridical ideas.” Luban, supra note 14, at 451-52.
32. Luban, supra note 14, at 450.
for a federal judgeship, for example, is expected to express ritualized agreement. We have Thayer in part to thank for that.

Not everyone, of course, is grateful. There remain those, myself included, who believe that judicial restraint serves too often simply as an excuse for letting the powerful prevail. Particularly when the rights of disfavored minorities are implicated, we are apt to agree with Justice Douglas that the judiciary "is often the one and only place where effective relief can be obtained" — and that "where wrongs to individuals are done by violation of specific guarantees, it is abdication for the courts to close their doors." 33

Asked for an illustration of the need for unrestrained judicial review, we might well point to Proposition 187. Not only do the statutes adopted through that initiative violate, among other things, the rights of innocent schoolchildren in the same appalling manner as the Texas law struck down by the Supreme Court in Plyler v. Doe, but the very fact that the California laws were adopted by popular initiative suggests that their victims are unlikely to find redress through the political system, at least not anytime soon. 35 Indeed, Julian Eule argued cogently several

---

33. See Mark V. Tushnet, Following the Rules Laid Down: A Critique of Interpretivism and Neutral Principles, 96 HARV. L. REV. 781, 781-82 (1983). A recent, more or less typical example:

Senator Thurmond. Judge Thomas, under our Constitution, we have three very distinct branches of government. The role of the judiciary is to interpret the law. However, there have been times when judges have gone beyond their responsibility of interpreting the law and, instead, have exercised their individual will as judicial activists. Would you please briefly describe your views on the topic of judicial activism?

Judge Thomas. I think, Senator, that the role of a judge is a limited one. It is to interpret the intent of Congress, the legislation of Congress, to apply that in specific cases, and to interpret the Constitution, where called upon, but at no point to impose his or her will or his or her opinion in that process, but, rather, to go to the traditional tools of constitutional interpretation or adjudication, as well as to statutory construction, but not, again, to impose his or her own point of view or his or her predilections or preconceptions.

Nomination of Judge Clarence Thomas to be Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 135 (1991).

34. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. at 111 (Douglas, J., concurring).

35. The objectionable aspects of Proposition 187 are hardly limited to its disregard for the equal protection rights of undocumented schoolchildren. Other provisions of the initiative — particularly its denial of health care to undocumented aliens — may be equally immoral; and other constitutional infirmities of the law — particularly its dubious compatibility with the Supremacy Clause — may prove of more practical importance. See infra note 67; Maura Dolan, Parts of Prop. 187 May be Blocked 2 or More Years, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 16, 1994, at A1 (describing legal challenges to the initiative). But the provisions of Proposition 187 barring undocumented children from public schools received particular attention during the debate over passage of the initiative, in large part because those provisions so blatantly violate Plyler v. Doe. I focus on those provisions for the same reason.
years ago that judicial review is especially important for laws adopted through the initiative process — precisely because that process gives full sway to raw majority preferences, circumventing what Madison found so vital, the checks and balances of representative democracy.\textsuperscript{36}

If Professor Eule joined Madison's ghost in saying "I told you so," it would be hard to blame either of them. But Thayer’s grounds for claiming vindication are less obvious. At first glance, Proposition 187 seems to offer Thayer’s ghost reason only to hang its head in shame. How could a law that cries out for judicial review possibly vindicate the classic call for judicial restraint? To see the answer, we need to take a closer look at the arguments Thayer advanced.

II.

Why did Thayer favor judicial restraint? Not, as we have seen, because he thought judges are required simply to apply the law as they “find” it, in the same manner that they would interpret a contract or any other legal instrument — Thayer thought that view of constitutional adjudication hopelessly simplistic. His arguments for judicial restraint were more interesting, and they were several.

Thayer began his essay with a structural argument. He suggested that the narrow scope of judicial review could be inferred from the limited and delayed opportunities provided for that review — i.e., only when and if the constitutionality of a statute became germane to a specific, litigated case. If the scope of judicial review was intended to be broad, Thayer argued, the occasions for its exercise would not have been so “incidental and postponed.”\textsuperscript{37} This argument tends to strike late twentieth-century ears as contrived and unconvincing,\textsuperscript{38} and Thayer, in any event, seems to have had less than his full heart in it. He placed a good deal more emphasis on two other arguments.

The first of these was institutional. Members of Congress, no less than Justices of the Supreme Court, are sworn and charged


\textsuperscript{37} Thayer, supra note 12, at 136.

\textsuperscript{38} Harry Wellington's reaction is, I imagine, typical:

I confess that I do not understand this argument. It does not seem to me that there is any relation between the time of review and its purportedly limited scope, let alone a necessary relation. Indeed, the argument seems to run the other way: time and a specific case give the Court an opportunity and a perspective different from those of Congress. Strong deference to the interpretation by Congress of the Constitution mitigates this judicial advantage.

to uphold the Constitution. As a matter of comity between the judicial and legislative branches, Thayer thought the Court owed deference to the implicit judgment of Congress that the statutes it passed were constitutional. "[T]here can be no permanent or fitting *modus vivendi* between the different departments," he reasoned, "unless each is sure of the full co-operation of the others, so long as its own action conforms to any reasonable and fairly permissible view of its constitutional power."

Because this argument has diminished force when a federal court reviews the constitutionality of state laws — federal supremacy then comes into play — Thayer did not advocate applying the "clear mistake" rule in such cases. Professor Eule has noted that Thayer's institutional argument seems even less applicable to judicial review of the results of the initiative process; although Article VI requires legislators at both the federal and state level to swear to support the Constitution, "the Constitution does not ask the voters to assess a measure's constitutionality." But Thayer also advanced another argument for judicial restraint, one that can be applied more generally.

This last argument was *instrumental*, and there is reason to believe it is the one that mattered the most to Thayer. Thayer labored under no illusions about the actual character of Congress — "in point of fact," he recognized, legislators too often were


[T]he function of the court is not that of fixing the construction of the Constitution which it believes to be the sound one, but that of determining whether another body, charged with an independent function which incidentally requires it to put a construction upon the Constitution, has discharged its office or exercised its judgment in an unreasonable manner.


42. In addition to the arguments described in text, Thayer also alluded to a fourth, strategic reason for judicial restraint — institutional self-preservation. He did so by quoting, midway through *Origin and Scope*, a South Carolina equity opinion that argued for a narrow scope of judicial review not only because of "the high deference due to legislative authority," but also because "[t]he interference of the judiciary with legislative Acts, if frequent or on dubious grounds, might occasion so great a jealousy of this power and so general a prejudice against it as to lead to measures ending in the total overthrow of the independence of the judges." Thayer, *supra* note 12, at 142 (quoting Byrne v. Stewart, 3 S.C. Eq. (3 Des.) 466, 476 (1812)). In light of the minimal attention Thayer gave to the danger of provoking such "jealousy" and "prejudice," it is hard to agree with Jonathan Macey's suggestion that this was the argument for judicial restraint Thayer deemed "most important." Jonathan R. Macey, *Thayer, Nagel, and the Founders' Design: A Comment*, 88 Nw. U. L. Rev. 226, 230 (1993). Others, however, have given the argument greater weight. See, e.g., Archibald Cox, *The Role of the Supreme Court in American Government* 103-05 (1976).
"indocile, thoughtless, reckless, [and] incompetent." Consequently, as Paul Kahn has pointed out, judicial restraint could not ultimately be justified for Thayer by any notion of "institutional competence" or "representational capacity." In the end, what motivated Thayer was "an instrumentalism aimed at the moral development of the larger community."

Thayer spelled out his instrumental argument in the concluding paragraph of *Origin and Scope*:

No doubt our doctrine of constitutional law has had a tendency to drive out questions of justice and right, and to fill the mind of legislators with thoughts of mere legality, of what the constitution allows. And moreover, even in the matter of legality, they have felt little responsibility; if we are wrong, they say, the courts will correct it. If what I have been saying is true, the safe and permanent road towards reform is that of impressing upon our people a far stronger sense than they have of the great range of possible harm and evil that our system leaves open, and must leave open, to the legislatures, and of the clear limits of judicial power; so that responsibility may be brought sharply home where it belongs. . . . Under no system can the power of courts go far to save a people from ruin; our chief protection lies elsewhere.

Thayer returned to this theme, with eloquence and feeling, nine years later in a short biography he wrote of John Marshall:

Great and, indeed, inestimable as are the advantages in a popular government of this conservative influence, — the power of the judiciary to disregard unconstitutional legislation, — it should be remembered that the exercise of it, even when unavoidable, is always attended with a serious evil, namely, that the correction of legislative mistakes comes from the outside, and the people thus lose the political experience, and the moral education and stimulus that comes from fighting the question out in the ordinary ways, and correcting their own errors. . . . The tendency of a common and easy resort to this great function, now lamentably too common, is to dwarf the political capacity of the people, and to deaden its sense of moral responsibility. It is no light thing to do that.

43. Thayer, supra note 12, at 149.
45. Id.
46. Thayer, supra note 12, at 155-56 (footnote omitted).
47. JAMES BRADLEY THAYER, JOHN MARSHALL 106-07 (1901). Thayer also reiterated here his institutional argument for judicial restraint:

It is this majestic representative of the people whose action is in question, a coordinate department of the government, charged with the greatest functions, and invested, in contemplation of the law, with whatsoever wisdom, virtue, and knowledge the exercise of such functions requires. To set aside the acts of such a body, representing it its own field, which is the very high-
Justice Frankfurter quoted this passage, which he called "as wise as any that I know in analyzing what is really involved when the theory of this Court's function is put to the test of practice," at the conclusion of his passionate and unusually personal dissent from the Court's invalidation of compulsory flag salutes in public schools. And it was to this passage that Chief Justice Burger turned in his dissent in Plyler v. Doe.

Frankfurter and Burger have not been the only ones impressed. In the ninety years since Thayer's death, his instrumental argument against judicial review has been adopted by writers ranging from Henry Steele Commager and Elliot Richardson to Alexander Bickel, Paul Brest, and Cass Sunstein. Strong echoes of the argument can be heard in suggestions that, for example, Roe v. Wade was a bad decision because it short-circuited the political process and sapped the will of the pro-choice movement, or that antidiscrimination decisions have done more harm than good by "lull[ing] racial minorities" into dependence "on judicial review rather than on minority political strength for the protection of minority interests." In one form or another, Thayer's fear that reliance on courts will make people lazy — "if we are wrong, they say, the courts will correct it" — has haunted the institution of judicial review throughout most our century.

est of all, the ultimate sovereign, should be a solemn, unusual, and painful act.

Id. at 109.

50. See Henry Steele Commager, Majority Rule and Minority Rights (1943).
57. See, e.g., Gerald N. Rosenberg, The Hollow Hope 339 (1991); Sunstein, supra note 54, at 145.
58. Girardeau A. Spann, Race Against the Court: The Supreme Court and Minorities in Contemporary America 166 (1993); see also, e.g., Sunstein, supra note 54, at 145.
Again, not everyone has been spooked. *Brown v. Board of Education* is not without its supporters, and there is plenty of reason to believe that *Roe v. Wade* not only saved the lives of countless women who were not in a position to wait for the abortion issue to be "worked out at the state level," but also served, as Justice Blackmun later claimed, as "a milestone in the emancipation of women." More broadly, those of us unsympathetic to calls for greater judicial restraint have tended to dismiss Thayer's instrumental argument as empirically implausible, if not downright "fanciful." If pressed, we would probably assert with Justice Brennan that "the effect is generally the opposite of that which Thayer posited," because "an active judiciary" functions "as the calmer, cooler party to a dialogue from which the community benefits over time."


61. Casey, 112 S.Ct. at 2882 (opinion of Scalia, J.).


Even Gerald Rosenberg, who charges that *Roe* "seriously weakened the political efficacy of pro-choice forces," see ROSENBERG, supra note 57, at 339, concedes that "the replacement of illegal abortions by legal abortions removed a serious health hazard to women," id. at 355. See also, e.g., Willard Cates et al., Legalized Abortion: Effect on National Trends of Maternal and Abortion-Related Mortality (1940 through 1976), 132 Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol. 211 (1978) (crediting Roe with helping to reduce abortion mortalities); Deaths from Legal and Illegal Abortions Drop After 1973 Decisions, 11 Fam. Plan. Persp. 318 (1979) (same).

For a careful assessment of the broader significance of *Roe*, see DAVID J. GARROW, LIBERTY AND SEXUALITY (1994). Garrow finds little support for the claim raised in hindsight that abortion rights could safely have been left to the political process; he attributes those claims to "faulty historical memories." Id. at 616. "From the immediate vantage point of 1973," he notes, with fresh memories of a "devastating" referendum defeat in Michigan and a "dire, narrowly averted threat" to abortion liberalization in New York, supporters of abortion rights understandably expressed no regrets that the Supreme Court had deemed a woman's choice with regard to abortion "a constitutionally protected right rather than a criminally punishable preference that could be left to the annual vagaries of state legislative votes or statewide popular referenda." Id. at 616-17.

63. Luban, supra note 14, at 460. The argument has also been attacked as confused; judicial review, some have suggested, is no more "from the outside" than legislative or administrative action. See, e.g., KENNETH L. KARST, BELONGING TO AMERICA 230 (1989); Frank I. Michelman, Foreword: Traces of Self-Government, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 4, 74-75 (1986).

64. William J. Brennan, Jr., Why Have a Bill of Rights?, 9 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 425, 433 (1989). For similar sentiments, see, e.g., BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 93 (1921) ("[T]he presence of this restraining power . . . tends to stabilize and rationalize the legislative judgment, to infuse it with the glow of principle, to hold the standard aloft and visible for those who must run the race and keep the faith."); Cox, supra note 42, at 117 ("The great opinions of the Court . . . [have] an influence just the reverse of what Thayer feared;
But does it really happen that way? Or is it possible Thayer was right? Here is where we come back to Proposition 187.

III.

On November 9, 1994, California voters — or rather the 47% of the state's eligible voters who actually cast ballots — approved Proposition 187 by a margin of 59% to 41%. The key provisions of the initiative prohibit undocumented aliens from receiving publicly funded health care, social services, or education, and require state agencies — including public schools — to verify the "legal status" of all who receive their services.

The Texas law struck down by the Supreme Court in Plyler v. Doe similarly barred the provision of state-funded education to children not lawfully admitted to United States. Because that law, like Proposition 187, imposed "a lifetime hardship on a discrete class of children not accountable for their disabling status," a majority of the Court found it inconsistent with the constitutional guarantee of equal protection. The dissenters, led by Chief Justice Burger, disagreed with the majority's legal analysis, [they] provid[e] a stimulus and quicke[n] moral education.


69. Id. at 223.
but concurred "without hesitation" that it was "senseless," "folly," and "wrong" for "an enlightened society to deprive any children — including illegal aliens — of an elementary education."  

Not a single member of the Court took issue with Justice Brennan's conclusions in his opinion for the majority that "many of the undocumented children disabled by the classification will remain in this country indefinitely," that "some will become lawful residents or even citizens of the United States," and that "[b]y denying these children a basic education, we deny them the ability to live within the structure of our civic institutions, and foreclose any realistic possibility that they will contribute in even the smallest way to the progress of our Nation.71

How, then, could the backers of Proposition 187 — including former federal immigration officials and California's current governor and attorney general — ask California to adopt a similar law? And how could Californians go along? Part of the explanation would greatly interest Thayer: if we are wrong, they said, the courts will correct it.

Far from ignoring Plyler v. Doe, backers of Proposition 187 made the decision a central part of their case to the electorate. The precise terms of the initiative were unimportant, they argued, because at least some of those terms — including the expulsion of all undocumented children from public schools — might never take effect.72 The point, they explained, was simply "to provoke court action"73 and to "send a message" to government officials.74

70. Id. at 242 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
71. Id. at 223, 230.
72. See, e.g., Ken McLaughlin & Scott Thurm, Enforcement Questions Dog Prop. 187 Supporters, FRESNO BEE, Nov. 6, 1994, at A20 ("Those behind Prop. 187 acknowledge its impact will be decided in the courts, and they admit opponents would be likely to win a court order barring most or all of the measure from taking effect.").
74. See, e.g., Patrick J. McDonnell & Dave Lesher, Clinton, Feinstein Declare Opposition to Prop. 187, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 22, 1994, at A1 ("This is a message initiative and we're sending a message to Washington, to Sacramento: Enough's enough," said Robert R. Kiley, a Yorba Linda-based political consultant who is among Proposition 187's founders."); Gebe Martinez & Doreen Carvajal, Creators of Prop. 187 Largely Escape Spotlight, L.A. TIMES, Sept. 4, 1994, at A1 ("What we wanted to do," Robert Kiley said, 'is wake up the Legislature."); Felicia Cousart, Candidates Agree on Merits of Prop. 187, FRESNO BEE, Oct. 28, 1994, at B3 ("Assembly candidate Bryn Batrich... said the case will be fought in the courts but 'in the meantime the debate must and will continue, and, as a taxpayer and a voter, I am voting yes for Proposition 187 to send that message to Washington D.C. and state legislators."); Life & Times: And Close the Door Behind You — The Immigration Initiative (KCET television broadcast, Nov. 2, 1994) [hereinafter Life & Times] (remarks of Ron Prince, co-author of Proposition 187, that "the only way" to pressure for increased border enforcement "is to pass an initiative that sends a message").
Arguments about expelled schoolchildren were thus dismissed as mere "rhetoric" — "I don't expect to see any child thrown out of school," a prominent sponsor explained, "because the minute this bill passes, and it will, there'll be legal challenges all the way up to the Supreme Court, and that's exactly what we want to see." Harold Ezell, "the most publicly recognizable leader of the pro-187 movement," emphatically agreed:

I think the Supreme Court will make a decision that will grandfather the kids that are already here as of a certain date, and that decision then will become the law of the land. . . . We want to go back and say, okay Supreme Court, you make the decision, you tell us how it should be handled from now on, because here are the numbers — in the lawsuit they'll have all of the costs of educating illegals, they'll have the projections of what's going to continue if you don't do something about it — and you make the decision.77

California Governor Pete Wilson, running successfully for reelection, likewise endorsed Proposition 187 as a way "to provoke a legal challenge" and "to send a message to Washington to stop illegal immigration."78 Asked in a televised debate whether he thought undocumented children should be expelled from school, "Wilson declined a direct answer, saying that provision of the measure will have to be tested in the U.S. Supreme Court first."79 State Attorney General Dan Lungren, also headed for reelection, ultimately took the same position; one day before the election he endorsed Proposition 187 not as a just law


76. Feldman, supra note 66.

77. Life & Times, supra note 74. Ezell co-authored the initiative after serving as Western Regional Director of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. See Feldman, supra note 66.


79. Life & Times, supra note 74 (speech by Wilson). On other occasions, Wilson argued that what Proposition 187 was "all about" was getting the federal government to reimburse the state for the costs of illegal immigration. Bill Stall & Amy Wallace, Prop. 187 Key to Getting U.S. Aid, Wilson Argues, L.A. Times, Oct. 29, 1994, at A1; see also Ken Chavez, Governor Endorses "Save Our State" Bid, Sacramento Bee, Sept. 16, 1994, at A1 (quoting Wilson's argument that Proposition 187 "sends a message" that "[i]f they permit illegal immigration to occur, they must pay the consequences of that to the states.").

but as "the right vehicle to carry the matter before the U.S. Supreme Court." 81

It is important not to overstate matters. A good number of factors contributed to the victory of Proposition 187, including a fair amount of racism, thinly veiled when veiled at all. 82 But an important part of the sales pitch for the initiative was precisely the argument Thayer feared: don't worry, the courts will make sure it's okay. This argument may not have been pressed with complete sincerity; some of the same people who claimed to welcome judicial review before the election lost enthusiasm for the process once it began. 83 But the argument was made nonetheless, and it was made loudly and often.

There is reason, moreover, to believe that it mattered. Anecdotal reports suggest than a significant number of Californians

82. Governor Wilson, for example, warned that "[w]e cannot educate every child from here to Tierra del Fuego," and Ezell argued, "If you want to live in a third-world state, go move to one. But I don't want California to be one." Life & Times, supra note 74; see also Weintraub & Stall, supra note 80 (quoting Wilson). Another key backer of the initiative denied that it was motivated by racism, but had difficulty putting the issue to rest. "I want to get totally off of the subject of racism," she explained. "In the state of California, we happen to have an overamount of people of hispanic heritage." Life & Times, supra note 74 (remarks of Barbara Coe). Coe co-authored Proposition 187 and helped lead the campaign for its approval. See Paul Feldman & Patrick J. McDonnell, Prop. 187 Sponsors Swept Up in National Whirlwind, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 14, 1994, at A1; David Reyes, Prop. 187 Ruling Awaited with Confusion and Anxiety, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 31, 1994, at A1. See generally Kevin R. Johnson, An Essay on Immigration Politics, Popular Democracy, and California’s Proposition 187: The Political Relevance and Legal Irrelevance of Race, 70 WASH. L. REV. 629, 650-61 (1995) (discussing role of race in the campaign for and passage of Proposition 187).
83. When United States District Judge William Matthew Byrne, Jr. temporarily blocked implementation of the initiative pending review, for example, Ron Prince vowed not to allow the state and federal officials "to overturn the will of the people." Paul Feldman & James Rainey, L.A. Joins Challenge to Prop. 187, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 18, 1994, at A1. Ezell complained, "It's the typical thing. They found a liberal judge and then they got him to buy into their stuff." Paul Feldman & James Rainey, Parts of Prop. 187 Blocked By Judge, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 17, 1994, at A1. Robert Kiley responded more strongly to Byrne's action: "I'm angry. This is a mandate and we are dealing with liberal judges appointed by previous administrations. Their job is to interpret the law, not thwart the will of the people." After United States District Judge Mariana Pfaelzer extended Byrne's bar pending a full hearing on the constitutionality of the initiative, Ezell, too, grew more critical: "The people are ticked and there needs to be some way to stop the kind of things this woman judge is trying to do." Paul Feldman, Uncertain Fate of Prop. 187 Tests Patience, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 28, 1995, at A3, 17. Governor Wilson — who had backed the initiative, he said, in order "to provoke a legal challenge" and "to send a message to Washington" — joined in the criticism of Pfaelzer, warning that "[t]he patience of Californians will soon wear thin if their will is not carried out." Id. at A3. And when Judge Pfaelzer invalidated key portions of the initiative — including the provisions banning undocumented children from public elementary and secondary schools — Ezell charged that she had "given a turkey decision for Thanksgiving to the 5 million Californians who said 'Yes on 187.'" Eric Malnic, Anger, Elation Greet Ruling on Immigration, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 21, 1995, at A1.
voted for Proposition 187 not because they approved of its terms but in order "to send a message," and that they felt comfortable disregarding the initiative's actual provisions because they believed that some or all of those provisions would be judicially invalidated.\footnote{See, e.g., Doreen Carvajal, Prop. 187 Has Even Its Backers a Bit Uneasy, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 31, 1994, at A1; Leonel Sanchez, Supporters of Immigration Issue Dug In: They Just Want to Send a Message to Washington, SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIB., Oct. 31, 1994, at B1.} Poll results, although inconclusive, suggest the same thing. Shortly before the election, for example, 60% of Orange County voters said they favored the initiative, even though a slightly larger majority of 62% said they would not alert authorities to undocumented students — a step the initiative requires school officials to take.\footnote{See Carvajal, supra note 84.} In a separate statewide survey, those who intended to vote for the initiative cited as their principal reason a desire to "[d]o something about illegal immigration."\footnote{See Paul Feldman, Support for Proposition 187 Erodes, but it Still Leads, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 27, 1994, at A1. Among likely voters who said they were voting for Proposition 187, 35% said they were doing so to "[d]o something about illegal immigration"; only 18% cited a desire to “[s]top immigrants from using public services." See id.} And in exit polls only 2% of those voting for Proposition 187 identified "It would throw children out of school" as one of the statements they agreed with most about the initiative; 78% picked "It sends a message that needs to be sent."\footnote{See Daniel M. Weintraub, Crime, Immigration Issues Helped Wilson, Poll Finds, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 9, 1994, at A1.}

Again, sentiments appeared to change once court action began; one poll four months after the election found that 97% of those who had voted for Proposition 187 now favored immediate implementation of the law.\footnote{Paul Feldman, Most Call Prop. 187 Good, Want it Implemented Now, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 13, 1995, at A1. The poll asked respondents whether they thought that it was “appropriate to delay the implementation of Proposition 187 while the lawsuits are being considered,” or that the initiative “should have been implemented immediately after the voters approved it.” Respondents were not asked specifically whether they favored immediate implementation of the provisions barring undocumented children from public schools.} And all along, some voters — no doubt more than those who admitted it to pollsters — did want to “throw children out of school.” Plainly, not every supporter of Proposition 187 relied on the courts to weed out its objectionable aspects.\footnote{See, e.g., Paul Feldman, Uncertain Fate of Prop. 187 Tests Patience, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 28, 1995, at A3 (quoting remarks by initiative co-sponsor Barbara Coe that judges “have no right to negate the will of the people,” and that “[i]n an ideal world . . . when the people spoke, that would be the end of the subject — it would be the law.”).} But enough did to be troubling.

Shortly before the election a national columnist applauded Proposition 187 as an attempt by Californians to “reclaim” deci-
sional authority "usurp[ed]" by the courts.90 Plainly he had it wrong. Proposition 187 may well reflect, in part, "the culture of judicial activism,"91 but not because it was a revolt against that culture. On the contrary, the backers of Proposition 187 invited voters to rely on judicial activism as a way to free themselves from the moral responsibility of self-governance. And there is reason to believe that a significant number of voters accepted the invitation. As Thayer would say, that is no light thing.

IV.

Two questions remain. If voters did rely on the courts to strike down objectionable provisions of Proposition 187, is that really so bad? And if it is, what should be done?

The first question is the easier of the two — it is so bad. That might not be immediately obvious. Why not, a voter might ask, leave constitutionality, including questions of "due process" and "equal protection," to the courts? Isn't that why we pay judges? Legislators, of course, have long raised similar questions. Judge Abner Mikva — formerly Congressman Mikva — once pointed out that "[t]he fastest way to empty out the chamber is to get up and say, 'I'd like to talk about the constitutionality of this bill.' Members of Congress believe that's what courts are for."92 If legislators, sworn to support the Constitution, think that way, why shouldn't voters — who, as Professor Eule points out, have no legal obligation to assess constitutionality?93

The answer is that legislators shouldn't think that way, and neither should voters.94 The Constitution is too important to be left to the courts. Even if we could trust the courts to get everything right, we should not want to, because there is a good deal of value in broad and sustained public debate over the kinds of fundamental matters the Constitution addresses. And, of course, we can't trust courts to get everything right. The judiciary has well-known institutional advantages in interpreting the Constitu-

91. Id.
93. See supra text accompanying note 41.
tion, but it is not infallible, and it even has some special weaknesses. Judicial review, as Thayer noted, is "incidental and postponed" — an inherently haphazard way to ensure compliance with the Constitution. The judiciary as a whole, let alone the Supreme Court, is far from demographically representative of the American public. And any group of nine people is capable of atrocious judgment. Within the last century, after all, the Supreme Court has upheld racially segregated railroad cars, the forced sterilization of "mental defectives," the wartime internment of Americans of Japanese ancestry, and the execution of defendants who may be innocent.

More to the point, four justices thought Plyler v. Doe wrong when it was decided, and a majority of today's Court might well share that view. In the end, Proposition 187 — including the provisions requiring school officials to report and expel undocumented children — may be upheld. Having enacted a message, Californians may wind up with a law.

That may happen even if a majority of the Supreme Court finds the initiative vile. The dissenters in Plyler, remember, called the Texas law "senseless" and "wrong." They argued not that the law was fair, but that the unfairness of the law did not render it unconstitutional. They argued, in other words, for a kind of judicial restraint. "The Constitution," the Plyler dissenters explained, "does not provide a cure for every social ill." Justice Scalia struck a similar note a decade later, concurring in the Court's refusal to stop an execution to allow review of newly discovered evidence of the prisoner's innocence: "the unhappy truth [is] that not every problem was meant to be solved by the United States Constitution, nor can be."

This is one possible response to the kind of public buck-passing illustrated in the debates over Proposition 187: trim back the scope of judicial review by distinguishing sharply between questions of constitutionality and those of simple fairness. It is a response, as Chief Justice Burger noted, largely consistent with the argument made over a century ago by James Bradley Thayer.

But it is almost certainly the wrong response. As a practical matter, the boundary between considerations of constitutionality and those of fairness is far from distinct. What is "due process"

95. See Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
100. 457 U.S. at 253 (Burger, C.J., dissenting).
about if not some notion of procedural justice? What does “equal protection” promise if not some kind of equitable treatment? There is no way to divorce these constitutional guarantees from broad questions of public morality without trivializing them. For better or worse, our Constitution provides more than a set of formal procedures for lawmaking; it also codifies certain fundamental social tenets, providing us in the process with “a common language with which to carry on debate about the distribution and use of power in our society.”

As a consequence, as Paul Brest and Sanford Levinson have argued, the legal and moral aspects of a law are often inextricably entwined, and “many of our most important moral issues are quite properly treated as constitutional questions.” Asking the public to draw a bright line between due process and “due process,” between equal protection and “equal protection,” is not just asking them to do something difficult — it is asking them to join in a mistake.

That answers Burger and Scalia, but it does not quite answer Thayer. For Thayer lamented not just the failure to distinguish between constitutionality and fairness, but also the abdication of all questions of constitutionality to the courts: “even in the matter of legality, they have felt little responsibility; if we are wrong, they say, the courts will correct it.” And Thayer’s remedy was not just for the courts to restrict themselves to questions of constitutionality, but for them to defer there too, within reason, to the results of the political process. Even judges with a broad view of equal protection, he would say, should refrain from insisting on their views, lest they “dwarf the political capacity of the people” and “deaden its sense of moral responsibility.”


103. Brest, Constitutional Citizenship, supra note 94, at 175; see also LEVINSON, supra note 94, at 191; cf. Louis Henkin, An Immigration Policy for a Just Society?, 31 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 1017, 1023 (1994) (“If we are to have a just immigration policy we will have — at least — to write a new constitutional slate, folding immigration back into the Constitutional fold, subjecting our immigration policy to our fundamental values, to due process of law, to equal protection of the laws.”).

104. Thayer, supra note 12, at 155-56. Under one well-pedigreed view of constitutionality, of course, deferring all questions of “legality” to the courts makes perfect sense, because the Constitution means no more and no less than whatever the judiciary says it means. See, e.g. LEVINSON, supra note 94, at 37-50 (tracing view of courts as engaged in “hierarchical ‘authoritative’ interpretation” of the Constitution). Other than its pedigree, though, this view has little to recommend it — particularly given the unavoidable blurring of the boundary between constitutional claims and moral claims. It is one thing to abide by the Supreme Court’s judgments; it is quite another to believe everything the Supreme Court says. Professor Levinson is surely right that it debases the Constitution to see it as condoning “whatever can get the approval of a court.” Id. at 48.

105. THAYER, supra note 47, at 107.
The passage of Proposition 187, and the debate leading up to that passage, suggest that this danger is less easily dismissed than friends of judicial activism have sometimes supposed. It is harder to argue now than it was before November 1994 that the dwarfing and deadening Thayer warned about were wholly fanciful. The arguments advanced by the proponents of Proposition 187, and apparently accepted by many voters, are too close for comfort to the buck-passing Thayer described.

That does not necessarily mean that judges should be more circumspect in protecting constitutional rights. But those of us unconvinced by Thayer's argument for judicial restraint may want to think more carefully about what we find wrong with it — and about whether, even if we disagree with Thayer's advice to judges, he has a broader message worth our attention.

My own reasons for finding Thayer's argument for judicial restraint unconvincing have to do with history, responsibility, and uncertainty. History suggests rather strongly that there will be plenty of horrible laws passed with or without judicial activism. California, for example, began its long tradition of nativist legislation in the middle of the nineteenth century, long before there were activist judges around to blame. In fact, the causation ran in the other direction: anti-Chinese laws in California not only provided the setting for the Supreme Court's first application of the Equal Protection Clause to discrimination against groups other than blacks, but also helped spur the rise, first in the Ninth Circuit and then in the Supreme Court, of the doctrine of substantive due process. Plyler v. Doe may have helped smooth the way for the passage of Proposition 187, but it is idle

106. See, e.g., ALEXANDER SAXTON, THE RISE AND FALL OF THE WHITE REPUBLIC 294-96 (1990); Leonard Pitt, The Beginnings of Nativism in California, 30 PAC. HIST. REV. 23 (1961). Thayer himself gave unintentional evidence of xenophobia's deep roots in California. After visiting San Francisco's Chinatown in 1871 with Ralph Waldo Emerson, Thayer recalled with approval Emerson's wonderment "at the strange way in which our civilization seemed to fail to take hold of these people, and at their persistence in herding and huddling together, when there was such vast room all about them." JAMES BRADLEY THAYER, A WESTERN JOURNEY WITH MR. EMERSON 54 (Book Club of California 1980) (1884).


to suppose that similar laws would never be passed if judges would just stop striking them down.

It is even idler today than it was in Thayer's time, precisely because, as Thayer predicted, our institutions and political practices have developed against a backdrop of judicial review. Even Paul Brest, who thinks Thayer's warning about dwarfing and deadening "was surely right," finds "far-fetched" the suggestion that if today "the courts simply stopped intervening, the people and their representatives would take up the task." And even Justice Frankfurter, Thayer's most devoted apostle, warned against "stultification of the responsibility which the course of constitutional history has cast upon [the] Court."

That responsibility is not solely a matter of history; it is also, in part, a matter of principle, and of exercising power in an uncertain world. Judges swear an oath to apply the Constitution faithfully, and, as Justice Blackmun once admonished, that oath applies even when constitutional rights lack "clearly ascertainable boundaries," and even when they "give rise to bitter dispute." Bad as it is for the public to shirk its responsibility, the solution cannot be for judges to shirk theirs. Leaving constitutional rights to be protected by others is always perilous, regardless whether the "others" are judges, elected officials, or voters. A significantly less active judiciary might elicit a significantly more responsible electorate — but it might not. As Thomas Grey has pointed out, "[t]he one thing we do know for certain is that if we forego the judges' help . . . we will lose the limited but concrete support for constitutional rights that comes from actual legal remedies." Perhaps Proposition 187 would not have been passed without Plyler v. Doe. We will never know.

110. Brest, Constitutional Citizenship, supra note 94, at 182. Paul Freund drew a similar distinction: "to conjecture on the responsibility and self-restraint of government had judicial review not been adopted is less hazardous than to estimate the consequence of a shift in practice after more than a century and a half of accommodation to the tradition of judicial sanctions." Freund, supra note 64, at 552-53.
What we do know is that, without Plyler v. Doe, Texas would have denied thousands of innocent children a basic education. For a variety of reasons, then, the passage of Proposition 187 falls a good deal short of showing that Thayer was right about how judges should approach their work. Still, Thayer’s ghost can claim a kind of vindication — not vindication of Thayer’s advice to judges, but vindication of his warning to the rest of us. That is a warning not about jurisprudence but about civics, and it is a warning we would do well to heed.

What Thayer’s ghost can and should remind us is that judicial review, like any safeguard, runs the risk of encouraging irresponsibility — precisely the kind of shortsighted and shameful irresponsibility evident in the passage of Proposition 187. That does not mean the safeguard should be removed or even weakened. But it does mean we need to be vigilant. It means we need to pay greater and more constant attention to our constitutional aspirations, and resolutely to resist the temptation to leave those matters solely to the courts. “[O]ur chief protection lies elsewhere.”115

115. Thayer, supra note 12, at 156.